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This is the most incredible thing Dark God has heard in his life!

It is also the most impossible thing he thinks!

Did you see Levi?

Where did you see it?

Haven’t they been sent to Velador by themselves?

How could you see Levi?

impossible!

How could Velador have Levi?

Absolutely impossible!

I read it wrong! ! !

Dark God does not believe it!

I won’t believe it if I die!

In his concept, no one can break the dark cage.

Unless you have his level of strength plus an artifact like a ground sword!



But Levi, who was in the dark cage, had neither his strength nor a ground knife in
his hand.

What did he do to break through the dark cage.

It would be impossible for him to retreat for a lifetime…

“Where did you see it?”

The Dark God asked tremblingly.

“Of course I saw it in Velador! Let’s take the plum to dye it back! In the end, Levi
was also there.”

Underworld God’s courage was shocked.

“Yes! We saw Levi with our own eyes! It’s him! That’s right!”

“There is also the Fire Cloud Cthulhu! The two of them are together! It is them!
I’m sure!”

…

The eighteen dark angels rushed to say.

Although everyone talked and talked, they were extremely frightened.

But the Dark God affirmed one thing-Levi came out! He came out of the dark
prison!

“puff!”

After confirming this fact, the Dark God spouted blood.

Be anxious!



Even the dark god hasn’t controlled it!

“No, I don’t believe Levi is out! I don’t believe it!”

The dark god shook his head again and again.

Never believe that Levi came out of the dark prison.

“If you don’t believe the God of Darkness, you can go to Velador for a visit! Levi
and Huoyun Cthulhu have come out, it’s in Velador!”

The so-called seeing is believing.

Everyone wanted the Dark God to go to Velador and saw Levi come out with
their own eyes.

Upon hearing Velador, the Dark God showed a look of jealousy.

Without the fusion of the sword and the sword, the dark god would not and dare
to step into the summer.

“By the way, let’s go and see if the dark cage is still there?”

Suddenly, the dark god thought of the old nest of the Bible organization.

Just go and see.

“Set off!!!”

The God of Darkness immediately led the crowd to set off and traveled a long
way to the lair of the Bible organization.

“This……”

Seeing the blue sea and blue sky here, everyone was stunned.



“We… Did we go to the wrong place? It’s not at all…”

Today, the blue sea and blue sky resort has nothing to do with the old lair of the
Bible organization.

Everyone is wondering if they are in the wrong place.

“Impossible! This is it!”

The way of the dark god very sure.

“Yes, this is it! I found the ruins of the former castle palace!”

Underworld God exclaimed.

Soon everyone came to the ruins.

shocking.

a mess.

These ruins still weathered and disappeared as soon as they touched…

It seems that it has been weathered for thousands of years.

With a little breeze, these ruins disappeared!

“This, this…”

Everyone exclaimed again and again.

Look at the mountains here are all smoothed…

Not smooth, but smooth!



That is to say, the original winding mountain range disappeared directly from the
map…

This change is too big.

“Where is the dark prison??”

The dark god began to look for the dark cage with excitement.

But after looking for a circle, where there is a dark cage, not even a scum is left.

In the end, the dark god determined the location of the dark prison.

But now there is nothing left.

They confirmed the fact that the dark cage was broken! Levi and Huoyun Cthulhu
are out! Underworld God, what they saw in Velador is true!

But a question emerged-how was the dark cage broken?

Did Levi break this by himself?
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silence!

Long silence!

Everyone was silent.

Have to accept this terrible and cruel fact!

In their eyes, the most difficult cage in the world was broken…



Next, everyone watched the Dark God performing some strange behaviors, but
everyone understood that the Dark God was looking for some clues to restore
how the dark cage was opened!

…

“Huh! Huh…”

After a while, the Dark God was breathing heavily.

His eyes were full of horror and incredible.

This seems to be beyond the cognition of the dark god…

This frightened the eighteen dark angels.

To be able to transcend the cognition of the dark god, how terrible is it?

It’s not what they can imagine anyway!

“He destroyed the dark cage with one move! Yu Wei changed this place with one
move, smoothed out the mountains and terrain, swept away all the smog, and
turned this place into a blue sea and blue sky…”

one move!

Just one move!

What kind of concept is this?

Not only did one move to destroy the dark cage, but Yu Weibo also changed this
place.

This is horrible!

Destroy a move!



The Dark God asked himself how he couldn’t do this.

It is estimated that even holding a ground knife would take hundreds of knives to
break the dark cage, but the overall structure is still indestructible.

But this person’s trick…

“This trick reminds me of the terrifying existence of the two-finger knocking off the
heavenly sword…”

The dark god swallowed fiercely.

Everyone can’t imagine how terrifying this is.

It’s actually comparable to the one who knocked off the Heavenly Sword with two
fingers…

“It is even possible that these two are the same person!!!”

The Dark God exclaimed.

“hiss!”

Everyone gasped.

How do these two overlap…

That’s too scary.

“Could it be… Levi…”

“puff!”

As soon as this word came out, everyone was shocked to vomit blood.



“If this person is Levi, it makes sense! Saving Sarah and his children, possessing
the terrifying power of knocking off the Heavenly Sword, can naturally open the
dark cage!”

Think carefully.

Thinking about it this way, Levi is entirely possible.

He strengthened in retreat, opened the dark cage, and rescued his wife and
daughter.

“It really makes sense! But you have overlooked a problem-Levi’s strength…”

“Three years ago! No, you all know what his strength was two years ago? The
eighteen dark angels alone are not his opponents! But the 18 people unite, Levi
absolutely can’t win!”

“This level of strength is almost incomprehensible to the Dark Cage, just like an
ant! Levi can ascend to the sky in just two years! It’s far beyond me by one level!
It’s even several levels higher than me!”

“is it possible?”

“If you say that you are outside, the times have changed in the past few years,
and there are too many adventures! Maybe Levi has bad weather, and it is not
impossible to reach the sky in one step! But he has been in a dark cage for the
past three years, and there is no opportunity! How could it be possible? ?”

Because of the excitement, the Dark God repeatedly analyzed and explained
questions.

Everyone nodded.

Indeed it is!



No matter how you analyze it, it is impossible for Levi to reach the sky in one
step, so strong!

Absolutely impossible!

As a strong man standing at the top, the dark god has so many knowledges that
he has never seen any strong man.

What kind of rocket-like speed has never been seen?

But such a situation like Levi is absolutely impossible!

If there is a chance, Levi will not be able to ascend to the sky soon.

Must this time?

So the dark god says it is impossible!

This is not because the Dark God is comforting himself, but it is really impossible.

“But how did Levi leave? How did the dark cage open?”

Underworld God raised one of the most critical questions.

Everyone looked at the dark god and waited for an answer.
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“Remember Levi’s fake death in the battle on Golden Harbor Island before?”

Dark God asked.



“Remember!”

Everyone nodded.

The evil god said: “The whole world thinks that Ye Jun is dying, but you say he is
still alive!”

“Yes, that’s because I felt that Levi used a taboo technique. Although it was very
weak, I still felt it! Later, Levi completely ignored it and used the taboo technique!”

“Is there anything special about this taboo technique?”

Everyone asked.

“Because it originated from one person! A person who prevents me from entering
Velador now!”

The dark god suddenly looked terrifying and became extremely terrifying.

The evil god immediately said: “Doesn’t it mean that you want to get the
Heavenly Sword, and it is this person that you will deal with after merging with
the Earth Sword?”

The Dark God nodded: “Yes! Even I created the Bible organization, the layout is
for this person for so long!”

“So you mean that Levi is his apprentice! You do everything possible to arrest
Levi as your apprentice, is it also related to this person?”

“Well, it is true! I want his apprentice to become mine! It just failed!”

Everyone was shocked: “Doesn’t it mean that Levi’s master broke this dark
cage?”

“It is possible! But based on my previous knowledge of him, it is highly unlikely!”



“But, these years have passed, maybe he has any opportunities! Otherwise how
to break Levi’s dark cage? I now deeply suspect that he is the one who broke the
heavenly sword and broke the dark cage!”

The dark god is a little desperate.

If the person I want to target has such strength, then my efforts for so long have
been in vain.

It is estimated that there is no way to integrate the sword and the sword.

If it is really him, then never want to enter Velador again in this life.

However, compared to Levi breaking the dark cage by himself, God of Darkness
is more willing to believe that his master did it.

Levi did it.

Dark God does not believe it!

“However, it cannot be ruled out that Levi will do…there is still a slight
possibility…”

Someone boldly said the question.

In any case, it is everyone’s analysis, but seeing is believing in the end.

It is still possible for Levi to break the dark cage by himself.

Can’t say no.

Even the Dark God himself understands this truth.

“Is it true that Levi will know if he doesn’t test it?”

Dark God said.



“Are you going to Velador?”

The Dark God shook his head; “Never before! Not anymore! It’s easy to test Levi!
With the help of others!”

“You listen to my arrangements…”

After listening to the arrangement, everyone smiled.

“Well, this method is fine!”

…

Sarah andAubrey, who are far away in Case York, are still thinking about why the
eighteenth dark angels suddenly ran away when they saw Levi.

“I said I was trapped by the Dark God. They thought they would detain me for a
lifetime! I came out, so they were so shocked when they saw me, and then they
suddenly fled…”

Levi explained.

But Sarah couldn’t hear it at all.

“The reason they are shocked is that you are alive. All of us have always thought
that you are dead. When we suddenly see the big living person, who is not
shocked?”

Sarah said.

Just as the two of them debated fiercely, the underworld gods reappeared.

“What are you doing here?”

Ye Jun approached.



“Look, it’s definitely not for other reasons! I just left until I saw you alive!”

Sarah glared at Levi.

“Preach the command of the dark god-from now on you will live with your family
and you don’t need to go back to the Bible to organize!”

Underworld god sent Sarah’s command, which surprised everyone.

Sarah was shocked and shocked, but still nodded.

But Levi thinks it’s not the same thing…
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conspiracy!

This must be the conspiracy of the Dark God!

Now that these people have gone and returned.

The dark god must have known and accepted the fact that he came out of the
dark cage…

But the God of Darkness will never believe that he can break the dark cage!

Let alone him, if Levi encountered such a thing, he wouldn’t believe it.

Even the Huoyun Evil God who has experienced it together is still unwilling to
believe all this…

Levi, who might have been slightly stronger than him, is now a hundred times, a
thousand times, or even a hundred thousand times better than him…

So why did you send someone to let Sarah stay in Velador?



There is a conspiracy!

test!

I definitely want to test my own strength!

To determine if the Dark Prison was broken by itself…

As for the conspiracy, Levi couldn’t think of it for a while.

But Levi didn’t care.

He couldn’t resist any conspiracy.

If you can’t fight, you can directly show your true strength.

Now he doesn’t care about anyone!

The good thing now is that Sarah won’t bother to leave Velador and ask Master
for sin.

In this way, Levi could change her mind little by little.

It’s time to spend some free time with my family.

It just so happens thatAubrey can experience now, and can see the children
every day.

…

But the good times didn’t last long, and soon there was a big news in Velador-the
devil Sarah is now in Velador Case York!

And Levi, the former patron saint of Great Family, is also back…

These two news came out.



Not to mention Velador was shocked, even the whole world was shocked.

Especially after the news that Levi came back alive, everyone was crazy.

The name Levi once again entered everyone’s eyes.

The king of the old age has appeared.

Many newcomers and newcomers who have only heard the legend of Levi want
to come and see what Levi looks like.

As for Levi’s previous acquaintances, especially those acquaintances who have
had opportunities in the new era, are more eager to see Levi and want to
compare with him.

Not to mention Levi’s enemies, he wanted to see Levi all the time.

They want Levi to be alive more than anyone else, and have been longing for it.

Levi’s opponents wanted him to come back, and they wanted to prove that they
were better than Levi and let him know how weak he was in this era.

Everything he used to be proud of no longer exists…

Even Levi’s brothers knew that he was still alive, and they rushed over excitedly
for the first time.

Qilin, Wesley and them.

Also, Xiao Feng, the apprentice of Levi and others, as well as the masters he
cultivated, are also eager to see him.

All of a sudden came to Case York one after another.

“Levi, did you finally show up? I want to see how you are!”



Marshal Tiance and they also came.

“Levi has appeared!!!”

The Ye Clan in Beijing was most excited by the news.

“Levi appears! Then you must follow the Ye Clan’s house rules! Let’s go to Case
York! How about I want to see Levi?”

Ye Wudao was looking forward to it.

…

Levi, the king of the old age, still caused an uproar.

He appeared, basically comparable to the birth of Heavenly Sword.

Countless people have gone to Case York.

On the other hand, the news of Sarah in Case York has been rendered more and
more serious.

“The devil must die! She killed so many Velador people! How can she stay in
Velador safe and sound!”

“Yes! Sarah must die! She can’t live!”

“We must give us an explanation! Our family has died in her hands!”

…

All of a sudden, the call to kill Sarah became louder and louder.

Almost everywhere.

Everyone must petition if Sarah is not killed.



Many people even petitioned the Tiance Mansion and other institutions to kill
Sarah.

In short, Sarah cannot live in Velador.

She must die!

Levi finally knows what the dark god’s conspiracy is…

Focus all the points on yourself to test your own strength…
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First, let out the news that you are alive and reveal your current position.

Second, to incite emotions and make everyone hate Sarah, so as to kill her.

…

These two points were enough for everyone to target Levi.

By then the world will be enemies!

In order to protect Sarah, Levi must do something.

Facing the coercion of the entire Velador and the whole world, Levi is bound to
show his strength.

At that time, the Dark God will know Levi’s true strength.

So as to judge how Levi came out of the dark prison…



This is the test and plan of the Dark God.

Case York has once again become a place of world attention.

Groups of powerful people came here and quietly blocked Case York.

People from Case York are not allowed to go out.

They are bound to leave Sarah here forever.

A person also wants to make Levi die tragically…

Not dying also let him know the cruelty of this world, let him know how weak he is
in this era!

There are many people who want to see how this former king was like.

Not only Velador, people come from all over the world.

Therefore, the people who came this time were no less than the level at which
the Heavenly Sword was born.

Wesley, Qilin and others arrived early.

Seeing Levi, everyone was extremely excited.

“Boss, you are still alive! That’s great!”

Wesley and others were extremely excited when they saw Levi.

Everyone gave Levi a big hug.

They have always regarded Levi as a vane of progress!

Gradually they have become spiritual symbols.



Whether Levi is strong or not, he is their boss.

The significance to them is extraordinary, and no one can replace it.

“gentlemen!”

The Common Killer also said hello.

“Junlin (brother)!”

Wen Lei and Regina also rushed up.

They are all senior members of Kunlun Industry, and they came together in a
team.

Now each is a giant on its own.

Either one is strong on the god list, or the strong on the quasi god list.

It is said that the strong are like a cloud now, and the previous god list was only
one hundred on the list, far from being included.

Now a new god list is about to be launched, and there are a thousand people on
the list.

But the end of the one-thousand-person god list is stronger than the previous
one-hundred-person god list.

It shows how terrifying the changes in the third year are.

If the Thousand People God List is launched, all these people will be on the list
right now.

Levi looked around at the crowd and nodded in satisfaction.

“Yes! Too much progress one by one! Step into the ranks of the strong!”



Levi can clearly feel the Azure Dragon, Qilin and the others have changed too
much.

But there is a problem, the energy and elements in their bodies are very mixed.

It’s even disorganized.

Explain that they have practiced everything in the past three years.

Use every method to improve yourself.

Instead, the basic exercises he gave them were abandoned.

However, what they don’t know is that this basic exercise is the most powerful.

Ye Jun also abandoned all cultivation when he was in retreat.

Pursue the ultimate speed and power.

So now Ye Jun has come to this point!

It is no exaggeration to say, let your age be so powerful, there is no thing that
Levi can’t do with a punch.

At the beginning, Levi also gave these brothers a lot of money, and taught them
the most precious things.

But now it seems to have been abandoned.

Everyone was very excited to see the boss’s appreciative and satisfied look.

Being recognized is a great thing.

Especially recognized by your faith.



In the past three years, in fact, everyone sighed and wanted Ye Jun to come
back and let him see how strong he was.

This is a kind of psychology that a child gains a reputation and wants to show his
family and friends.

But seeing Levi frowning, everyone was puzzled.

“Is there anything wrong with the boss?”

Qilin asked.

Levi sighed and said, “I don’t need what I taught you?”
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When these words came out, Qilin Wesley and others looked at each other.

Everyone is unwilling to face this problem.

Afraid of hurting Levi.

In the end, Qilin boldly said: “The boss said something you don’t want to hear!
The exercises you passed to us are too basic!

In this cruel age, all kinds of ancient exercises and modern cultivation methods
are flying all over the sky! Your practice has been eliminated long ago! Doesn’t fit
this era at all! “

As if afraid that Levi would be angry, Wesley immediately added: “Boss! Kirin has
no other meaning! The times are developing too fast! There are too many
powerful exercises! Your exercise has indeed been eliminated!

For example, the ancient exercises found by Kunlun Industry from ancient relics
have strengthened us tenfold, or even a hundredfold, in one month! But your



basic practice is afraid that it will not increase tenfold in one year of cultivation! It
should be eliminated! “

Tylera also echoed: “What’s more, the boss, our foundation is already good
enough! Your practice is used to lay the foundation! It is precisely because our
foundation is good! So we cultivate those ancient and modern cultivation
methods. , We are improving at the same speed as riding a rocket!”

Commoner Killing God, Ron, Owen, they all saw Levi’s gloomy face, and they all
said: “The boss (sir) is really fast-moving! There are too many good things! They
didn’t mean to belittle you!”

“Hey!”

Huoyun Cthulhu looked at the crowd and shook his head helplessly.

Secretly sighed: “Rapid development? You don’t know what speed is called! In
front of this person, your strength is not as good as someone sneezes!”

Wen Lei smiled and said, “Farewell to you! The main reason is that you don’t
understand this era! I heard that you have been trapped for three years!
Everything about you is still three years ago! You will understand when you
understand this era. !

Almost everything in three years was eliminated! It’s not just your exercises!
Even the science and technology that the Lab of the Gods is proud of has been
eliminated! Compared with Kunlun Industry’s stuff, it is pediatrics! “

“Take the pure energy body as an example! As soon as you came out three
years ago, no one can do it! But now the pure energy body has to stand up!
Otherwise, you will die at any time!”

Wen Lei’s explanation is very vivid.

Everyone nodded.



Everything was eliminated three years ago.

Including Levi and his techniques.

In this era, Levi’s exercises are just like aerobics…

It’s not useful at all.

“Well, I know! You all have the right to choose! What’s more, you have become
so much stronger! I won’t blame you!”

Levi said lightly.

Qilin and the others were excited to hear: “Boss, don’t worry! We will continue to
work hard! Make you proud of us!”

“Boss, don’t worry! With us, no one dares to do anything to you! You used to lead
us and guard us! Now we are here to guard you!”

But this sounded very harsh in the ears.

It seems to be saying: Levi is not working now, and you are weak because you
are eliminated by the times. We will guard you from now on.

Realizing that they had said something wrong, the Qilin people immediately
changed their words: “Boss, we didn’t mean you are weak…but the times are
true! Boss, your strength is not considered the top power in this era! But don’t be
afraid, you should We are the one who guards you!”

“And the boss, we believe in you, you will soon adapt to this era! You will also get
some opportunities to improve!”

“With your unparalleled talent and hard work, we believe that you will become a
top power again soon!”

This is a sincere blessing.



At this stage, Levi can only be regarded as medium.

But they believed that Levi’s talent would catch up soon.

But for the time being, it is not as strong as them, and it must be protected by
them.

“Pump!”

Huo Yun Cthulhu couldn’t hold back, and laughed out loud.


